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MOTIVIC DT-INVARIANTS FOR THE ONE LOOP QUIVER
WITH POTENTIAL
BEN DAVISON, SVEN MEINHARDT
Abstract. In this paper we compute the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invari-
ants for the quiver with one loop and any potential. As the presence of arbi-
trary potentials requires the full machinery of µˆ-equivariant motives, we give
a detailed account of them. In particular, we will prove two results for the
motivic vanishing cycle which might be of importance not only in Donaldson–
Thomas theory.
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1. Introduction
Donaldson–Thomas invariants were first introduced by R. Thomas [34] to give an
alternative way to count (irreducible) curves on a Calabi–Yau 3-fold. A few years
later D. Joyce [14],[16],[17],[19],[20] and Y. Song [21] generalized the definition to
much more general situations using results of K. Behrend [1]. Shortly after this M.
Kontsevich and Y. Soibelman [23],[25] came up with an alternative definition which
turns out to be equivalent to the one given by Joyce (see [29]). It has been realized
subsequently by several people that the Donaldson–Thomas invariants should be
of motivic origin, in other words, they should be Euler characteristics of certain
motives. Among several papers giving a definition of motivic Donaldson–Thomas
invariants (at least in special cases), we will basically follow [29], but the reader is
also encouraged to consult [2],[24],[31]. There are only a few nontrivial examples,
where motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants have been computed for all classes in
the Grothendieck group of the Calabi–Yau 3-category in question, though let us
mention the papers [2] and [30]. We will start from the rather trivial example of
coherent sheaves of dimension zero on A1k with k = k¯ and char k = 0 or, equivalently,
finite dimensional representations of k[t], i.e. finite dimensional representations of
the one loop quiver. The corresponding category is of homological dimension one
but is also the heart of a bounded t-structure in a Calabi–Yau 3-category. The
1
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motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants for this example are well-known and given
by
Ωn =
{
L1/2 for n = 1 and
0 else,
where L1/2 = 1 − [µ2] denotes a square root of the motive L of A1k in K
µˆ(Var /k)
having Euler characteristic −1. Moreover, [µd] denotes the µˆ-equivariant motive
of the set of d-th roots of unity with obvious µˆ-action. We will modify this ex-
ample by considering a nonzero “potential” W ∈ k[t] and by requiring that the
sheaves are annihilated by multiplication with W ′ = dW/dt, i.e. are supported on
Spec(k[t]/(W ′)). In the language of representations the operator A given by t has
to satisfy W ′(A) = 0. This class of examples is not of great importance but is
nevertheless interesting as it provides the first case in which the full machinery of
µˆ-equivariant motives has to be applied. Here is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. For W ∈ k[T ] let W ′ = c
∏r
i=1(t − ai)
di−1 be the prime decom-
position of W ′ into linear factors with c ∈ k×, 1 < di ∈ N and ai ∈ k for all
1 ≤ i ≤ r. Define the Donaldson–Thomas invariants Ω~n ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /k) for any
r-tuple (n1, . . . , nr) ∈ Nr as in section 6. Then
Ω~n =
{
L−1/2
(
1− [µdi ]
)
for ~n = ~ei being the i-th basis vector (1 ≤ i ≤ r),
0 otherwise.
In particular, Ω~n is in the image of K
µˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2] in Kµˆ(Staff /k).
By taking the Euler characteristic of the nontrivial Ω~n, we end up with the Milnor
numbers di − 1 of W at the critical points ai ∈ A1k.
Using a standard trick for computing Donaldson–Thomas invariants (cf. Lemma
6.1) and HilbnA1k = Sym
nA1k, the main theorem would actually be an easy appli-
cation of the following claim concerning the commutativity of the motivic vanishing
cycle and the functor Symn.
Claim 1.2. Let f : X −→ A1k be a regular map on a smooth variety of dimension
d. Denote by X0 the fiber over zero. For any n ≥ 0 there is an obvious map
Symn+(f) : Sym
nX
Symn(f)
−−−−−→ SymnA1k
+
−→ A1. If we consider the motivic vanishing
cycles φf ∈ K
µˆ(Var /X0)[L
−1/2] and φSymn+(f)|Symn X0 ∈ K
µˆ(Var / SymnX0)[L
−1/2]
as elements of the λ-ring Kµˆ(Var / SymX0)[L
−1/2] via the obvious inclusions, we
get for any n ≥ 0 the equation
Lnd/2φSymn+(f)|Symn X0 = σ
n(Ld/2φf )
with σn(−) (n ∈ N) defining the λ-ring structure.
The attentive reader might have realized that φSymn+(f) is only defined for smooth
varieties SymnX , while SymnX is in general not smooth. Unfortunately, we were
not able to prove this result even for smooth symmetric products. There is, how-
ever, a similar form with SymnX replaced by the smooth Deligne–Mumford stack
SymnX := Xn/Sn. We will prove this “stacky” version in section 5 which can also
be seen as a generalization of the famous Thom–Sebastaini Theorem.
Our strategy to prove this result is by relating the vanishing cycle to the (the inte-
gral over) a much simpler vanishing cycle functor defined only for Gm-equivariant
functions. We will prove a lot of nice properties for this “equivariant” vanishing
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cycle functor including the equivariant version of the above theorem (regardless
of smoothness of SymnX) and the philosophy is that all properties of the usual
vanishing cycle should actually follow from their counterparts in the equivariant
setting. This will be shown in section 5. The close relationship culminates in the
following theorem saying that both versions of the vanishing cycle coincide (after
integration) for Gm-equivariant functions. The proof has been sketched to the sec-
ond author by Dominic Joyce in a private communication. All credits are, therefore,
attributed to him and all errors to us.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a smooth variety with Gm-action such that every point has
an open neighborhood isomorphic to Ark ×Z with Gm acting via g · (v1, . . . , vr, z) =
(gv1, . . . , gvr, z) for all g ∈ Gm, (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ A
r
k and z ∈ Z. Let f : X → A
1
k be a
Gm-equivariant morphism of degree d > 0, i.e. f(g · x) = gdf(x) ∀g ∈ Gm, x ∈ X
and let µˆ act on f−1(1) via µd and trivially on f
−1(0). Then∫
X
φf = L
− dim X2
(
[f−1(0)]− [f−1(1)]
)
in Kµˆ0 (Var /k)[L
−1/2].
This result should be compared to a similar result in [2], where the assumptions on
the action are less strict but the assumptions on f are much more restrictive. We
actually believe that the theorem remains true if we allow a Gm-action on A
r
k with
any positive weights 0 < w1, . . . , wr.
Having this theorem at hand, one only has to spell out the definitions and to prove
a kind of perturbation lemma allowing us to reduce ourselves to homogeneous po-
tentials in order to give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
The strategy of the paper is as follows. In section 2 and 3 we recall the basic def-
initions and properties of motives. In particular, we establish the λ-ring structure
on the ring K0(Var /k) of motives. In section 4 we construct an exotic λ-ring struc-
ture on Kµˆ0 (Var /k) following ideas of Kontsevich and Soibelman [23]. Moreover,
we introduce a naive version of (the integral over) the vanishing cycle sheaf for
Gm-equivariant functions as mentioned above, which is basically the expression on
the right hand side of Theorem 1.3. In section 5 we present a new approach to
the vanishing cycle sheaf closely related to that of Denef and Loeser [7],[9] which
allows us to reduce the main properties to their counterparts in the equivariant case
proven in section 4. Section 5 closes with the proof of Theorem 1.3. The last sec-
tion concerns the one loop quiver and its theory of (motivic) Donaldson–Thomas
invariants. By proving a few simple lemmas we can finally show that our main
theorem holds.
Acknowledgments. The first author would like to thank Bala´zs Szendro˝i for
teaching him about motivic vanishing cycles, and for his support, in general, over
the last few years. The first author’s work was conducted partly during stays at
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2. Motives
We will start by recalling a few standard facts about the group of (naive) motives.
Let M be an Artin stack locally of finite type over some field k = k¯ of characteristic
zero.
Definition 2.1. Define K0(Var /M) to be the abelian group generated by isomor-
phism classes of morphisms X
f
−→M of finite type with X being a reduced separated
scheme over k subject to the relation
[X
f
−→M] ∼ [Z
f |Z
−−→M] + [X \ Z
f |X\Z
−−−−→M]
for any closed and reduced subscheme Z ⊂ X.
For any k-morphismM
π
−→ N of finite type there is an induced group homomorphism
π∗ : K0(Var /M) −→ K0(Var /N)
also denoted by
∫
π which is injective for any locally closed substack M →֒ N. In-
deed, π∗ defined by linear extension of π∗([X
f
−→ N]) = [f−1(M) → M] satisfies
π∗ ◦ π∗ = id.
Remark 2.2.
(1) One can replace the category Var /M by the category Sch /M of finite type
M-schemes or Sp /M of finite type algebraic M-spaces. The induced group
homomorphisms
K0(Var /M) −→ K0(Sch /M) −→ K0(Sp /M)
are isomorphisms if the connected components ofM are of finite type. In all
other cases one should pass to the completion with respect to the topology
having K0(Var /M \ U) ⊂ K0(Var /M) as neighborhoods of zero, where
U ⊂ M runs through the directed set of open substacks of finite type over
k. The completion is already given by the quotient
Kˆ0(Var /M) = K0(Var /M)/ ∩U⊂M K0(Var /M \ U)
making K0(Var /M) into a Hausdorff space. Notice that the intersection
∩U⊂MK0(Var /M \ U) is nonzero even though ∪U⊂MU = M. Indeed, if
(Zn)n∈N is a locally finite stratification of a connected stack M into locally
closed substacks Zn of finite type, the element 0 6= [M→M]− [⊔n∈NZn →
M] is in the intersection. A similar construction for Sch /M and Sp /M
leads to
Kˆ0(Var /M)
∼
−→ Kˆ0(Sch /M)
∼
−→ Kˆ0(Sp /M).
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(2) By taking fiber products there is a well-defined pull-back homomorphism
π∗ : K0(Sp /N) −→ K0(Sp /M)
for any representable morphism π : M → N. After passing to completions
or under special conditions on M (see above), we can replace K0(Sp / . . . )
by K0(Var / . . .).
Let M be a monoid in the category of Artin stacks locally of finite type over k, i.e.
there are k-morphisms ǫ : Spec(k)→M and µ : M×kM→M satisfying the usual
axioms of a monoid. Let us assume that µ is of finite type. The following lemma
is obvious.
Lemma 2.3. There is a convolution product on K0(Var /M) defined by bilinear
extension of
[X
f
−→M] · [Y
g
−→M] = [X ×k Y
f×g
−−−→M×k M
µ
−→M].
Together with the unit 1 = [Spec(k)
ǫ
−→ M] it provides K0(Var /M) with a ring
structure which is commutative if µ is.
Remark 2.4.
(1) There is also a fiber product (over M) on K0(Sp /M) for any Artin stack
M locally of finite type. It can be seen as a special case of a more general
convolution product (see the end of the next section).
(2) If π : M→ N is a finite type homomorphism of monoids in the category of
Artin stacks locally of finite type over k, π∗ is a homomorphism of rings.
Example 2.5. Let us denote the motive of A1k by L and that of P
n−1
k by [n].
Hence, [n] = 1 + L+ . . .+ Ln−1 = L
n−1
L−1 in the ring
1 K0(Var /k). If we denote the
product
∏n
i=1[i] by [n]!, we also get [Glk(n)] =
∏n−1
i=0 (L
n − Li) = L(
n
2)[n]!(L − 1)n
(see Lemma 2.6).
All of the above can be generalized to objects X → M in the category St /M of
Artin stacks of finite type over M. This leads directly to the group K0(St /M)
which is a (commutative) ring if M is a (commutative) monoid. Moreover, we can
consider the full subcategory Staff /M of St /M consisting of morphisms X →M as
above with X having affine (or equivalently “linear”) groups as stabilizers of closed
points.
If M is a monoid, we get the following sequence of ring homomorphisms
K0(Var /k)
ǫ∗−→ K0(Var /M) −→ K0(Sch /M) −→(1)
−→ K0(Sp /M) −→ K0(St
aff /M) −→ K0(St /M).
There is also an equivariant version of the theory. For this let G be an affine
group acting on all varieties and stacks in question. Moreover, we assume that
all morphisms are G-equivariant and that the action is good in the sense that
every point has an affine G-invariant neighborhood. Denote by KG0 (St /M) the
corresponding group of motives, hence K
{1}
0 (St /M) = K0(St /M). We are mostly
interested in the group2 Gm and its subgroups µd of d-th roots of unity. For
1Notice that Spec(k) is a monoid.
2One should probably write Gm,k to distinguish this object from the functor Gm : M 7→ GlM(1)
but by abuse of language we will skip the index k.
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technical reasons it is useful to consider the quotient of KG0 (St /M) with respect to
the subgroup generated by
(2) [X
π
−→ Y
f
−→M]− Lr · [Y
f
−→M]
for any G-equivariant vector bundle X
π
−→ Y on Y of rank r. The quotient will be
denoted by KG(St /M) and by K(St /M) if G is trivial3. A similar construction
works for any subcategory in (1) leading to quotient groups KG(. . . /M) which are
in fact rings as the subgroup generated by (2) is actually an ideal. Notice that for
G = {1} and M a variety the element in (2) is automatically zero in the first four
K0-groups in (1) and, thus, for example K(Var /M) = K0(Var /M).
The following lemma will be useful throughout the paper. Notice that the ring
K0(Var /k) maps naturally into K
G(St /M) as any variety carries a trivial G-action.
Lemma 2.6 (cf. [11], Proposition 1.1). Let X
π
−→ Y be a G-equivariant Glk(n)-
principal bundle on Y
f
−→ M. Then [X
π
−→ Y
f
−→ M] = [Glk(n)] · [Y
f
−→ M] in
KG(St /M).
Proof. Let V → Y be the G-equivariant vector bundle on Y associated to π, i.e.
V = X ×Glk(n) A
n
k with G acting on the first factor only. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n let Xi → Y
be the bundle of i linear independent vectors in V with X0 := Y. Obviously Xn = X
and there are natural G-equivariant projections X = Xn → Xn−1 → . . .→ X0 = Y.
For any 0 ≤ i < n the bundle Xi+1 → Xi is the complement in V ×Y Xi of the
canonical subbundle of rank i spanned by the vectors in Xi. This bundle is actually
a G-equivariant vector bundle of rank i. By (2), Example 2.5 and the scissor
relations [X →M] = [Y →M] ·
∏n−1
i=0 (L
n − Li) = [Glk(n)] · [Y →M]. 
Corollary 2.7. The image of [Glk(n)] in K
G(Staff /M) is invertible with inverse
[BGlk(n)→ Spec(k)
ǫ
−→M], where BGlk(n) denotes the quotient stack Spec(k)/Glk(n).
The following proposition generalizes Remark 2.2 (1).
Proposition 2.8 (cf. [11], Theorem 1.2). If M is a monoidal Artin stack of finite
type over k, the ring homomorphism
KG(Var /M)
[
[Glk(n)]
−1, n ∈ N
]
−→ KG(Staff /M)
is an isomorphism. For M being locally of finite type over k one needs to complete
KG(Var /M)
[
[Glk(n)]
−1, n ∈ N
]
with respect to the topology introduced in Remark
2.2 (1).
Remark 2.9. Let us assume that G := Gm acts trivially on M. Notice that
K(St /M) →֒ KGm(St /M) by taking trivial Gm-actions. A left inverse is given
by forgetting the G-action. Any Gm-equivariant stack X → M is a Gm-principal
bundle on X/Gm −→ M with trivial Gm-action. Hence K
Gm(St /M) = K(St /M)
by Lemma 2.6. Now, let X →M be a Gm-equivariant variety overM together with
an affine Gm-equivariant stratification (Xi)i∈I of X which exists by the goodness
of the Gm-action. Moreover, we can assume that the stabilizer is constant on every
stratum Xi. As the field k is algebraically closed, we can apply Luna’s e´tale slice
theorem to any stratum to see that Xi is a Gm-equivariant principal bundle on
Xi//Gm with structure group being the trivial group {1} or Gm depending on the
3In [10] and [11] this group is denoted by K0(Stckk) for M = Spec(k).
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size of the stabilizer. Thus, by Lemma 2.6 [X →M] is in the image of K(Var /M)
in KGm(Var /M) and K(Var /M) = KGm(Var /M) follows as in the “stacky” case.
3. λ-rings
The notion of a λ-ring is crucial for defining (motivic) Donaldson–Thomas invari-
ants. As the theory is well-known (cf. [22],[35]), we will only recall the definitions
and give a few examples.
Definition 3.1. A commutative ring R is called a λ-ring if it is equipped with an
additional map λ : R ∋ a 7−→ λa(t) =
∑
n≥0 λ
n(a)tn ∈ R[[t]] such that
(i) λa(t) = 1 + at mod t
2,
(ii) λ0(t) = 1,
(iii) λa+b(t) = λa(t)λb(t).
The opposite λ-ring (R, λop) is defined by λopa (t) = λa(−t)
−1. A homomorphism
from a λ-ring (R1, λ
(1)) to a λ-ring (R2, λ
(2)) is a ring homomorphism π : R1 → R2
such that π(λ
(1)
a (t)) = λ
(2)
π(a)(t) for all a ∈ R1.
Remark 3.2. The letter λ has been chosen as in many early examples the structure
was induced by exterior powers Λ (see below). The opposite λ-structure was than
denoted by the letter σ as it was induced by symmetric powers Sym. In the sequel
we will use the letter σ to denote a general λ-structure and reserve the letter λ
for its opposite σop because in our examples the λ-structure is mostly induced by
operations like Sym.
Definition 3.3.
(i) A λ-ring (R, σ) is called special if σn(ab) = Pn(σ1(a), . . . , σn(a), σ1(b), . . . ,
σn(b)) and σm(σn(a)) = Qm,n(σ1(a), . . . , σmn(a)) for certain universal
polynomials Pn ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn], Qm,n ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xmn] in-
dependent of (R, σ) and a ∈ R.
(ii) An element a ∈ R is called a line element if σa(t) =
∑
n≥0 a
ntn = 11−at .
Remark 3.4.
(1) The Definition 3.3 can be also expressed in terms of λ = σop (with different
universal polynomials), e.g. a ∈ R is a line element if λa(t) = 1+ at. These
“opposite” definitions are often used in the literature, in other words (R, σ)
is special in our sense if (R, σop) is special in terms of the opposite definition
and similarly for line elements.
(2) Some authors call a λ-ring a pre-λ-ring and a special λ-ring just a λ-ring.
One should, therefore, be careful with the literature.
Example 3.5.
(1) The standard λ-structures on Z are σa(t) =
1
(1−t)a =
∑
n≥0
(
a+n−1
n
)
tn and
λa(t) = σ
op
a (t) = (1 + t)
a =
∑
n≥0
(
a
n
)
tn. The only line element is 1 ∈ Z.
(2) Let G be some algebraic group over Q and denote by R the K0-group of
the abelian category G−Repf.d.Q of finite dimensional Q-linear algebraic G-
representations. There is a λ-ring structure σ on R such that if V is a finite
dimensional G-representation, σn(cl(V )) = cl(Symn V ) and λn(cl(V )) =
cl(ΛnV ) for the opposite λ-structure λ = σop. The λ-ring (R, σ) is special
and classes of one-dimensional representations are line elements. For G =
{1} we obtain the previous Example.
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(3) Let R = CF(M,Z) be the space of constructible Z-valued functions on
a commutative monoidal algebraic space M with multiplication map µ :
M ×M → M being of finite type. The ring structure on R is given by
the convolution product fg = µ∗(f ⊠ g), where the push-forward is given
by integrating along the fibers with respect to the Euler characteristic with
compact support. Any constructible function f onM defines a constructible
function on SymnM with value
∏p
i=1
(f(xmi )+mi+1−mi−1
mi+1−mi
)
at (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
SymnM satisfying xm = xmi if and only ifmi ≤ m < mi+1. By integrating
this function along the map SymnM
µ
−→ M we obtain the constructible
function σn(f). This defines a special λ-ring structure σ on R. Moreover,
any homomorphism M→ N of finite type defines a λ-ring homomorphism
by pushing forward functions. For M = Spec(k) we obtain once more the
first Example.
(4) Let (M, µ, ǫ) be commutative monoid in the category of algebraic spaces
locally of finite type over k with multiplication map µ : M×M→M being
of finite type as before. There is a λ-ring structure σ on R = K0(Var /M)
such that
σn([X
f
−→M]) =
[
SymnX
Symn(f)
−−−−−→ SymnM
µ
−→M
]
This λ-ring is not special (see [27], section 8). However, L = [A1 →
Spec(k)
ǫ
−→ M] is a line element and for all m,n ≥ 1 and any polynomial
f ∈ Z[X ] the following equations hold
σn(f(L)a) = Pn(σ1(a), . . . , σn(a), σ1(f(L)), . . . , σn(f(L))),
σm(σn(f(L))) = Qm,n(σ1(f(L)), . . . , σmn(f(L))).
Using this one can extend the λ-structure to the localization of K0(Var /M)
with respect to any family F of polynomials f ∈ Z[X ] such that f(X) ∈ F
implies f(Xn) ∈ F for all n ≥ 1 by putting
σn
( a
f(L)
)
:= Pn(σ1(a), . . . , σn(a), σ1(f(L)−1), . . . , σn(f(L)−1)),
where the σn(f(L)−1) are uniquely determined by
Pn(σ1(f(L)−1), . . . , σn(f(L)−1), σ1(f(L)), . . . , σn(f(L))) = σn(1) = 1
as the coefficient of σn(f(L)−1) can be shown to be f(Ln). If we apply
this to the family F = {Ln, n ∈ N} ∪ {Ln − 1, n ∈ N} we get by Example
2.5 a λ-ring structure on K0(Var /M)
[
[Gl(n)]−1, n ∈ N
]
, extending the one
on K0(Var /M). In the same way K0(Var /M)[L
−1] can be made into a
λ-ring and σn(aLm) = σn(a)Lmn holds for any m ∈ Z, n ∈ N and a ∈
K0(Var /M)[L
−1].
(5) If (M, µ, ǫ) is a commutative monoid in the category of Artin stacks locally
of finite type over k, we can define a (not special) λ-ring structure on
K0(St
aff /M) resp. K0(St /M) by means of
σn([X
f
−→M]) =
[
Xn/Sn
fn/Sn
−−−−→Mn/Sn
µ
−→M
]
,
where Xn/Sn =: Sym
n X denotes the quotient stack of Xn by the group Sn
of permutations of n elements and similarly for Mn/Sn. See [10] and [33]
for the precise definition of that quotient stack and [10] for the existence of
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the λ-ring structure. Notice that if M is an algebraic space, SymnM is the
coarse moduli space of SymnM = Mn/Sn.
4
The bridge between the third and the fourth Example is given as follows. To any
variety X →M one can associate a constructible Z-valued function on M given by
fiberwise integration with respect to the Euler characteristic with compact support,
i.e. by pushing forward the constant function 1X to M. One can show that this
defines a λ-ring homomorphism from K0(Var /M) to the constructible Z-valued
functions on M.
There is also a connection between the second and the fourth Example. Let for
simplicity k = C and X be a smooth quasi-projective variety over k. Consider the
Betti cohomology functors Hnc (−,Q) : (Var
sm,qp /k)op −→ Vectf.d.Q mapping X to
Hnc (X,Q)
5. They satisfy the following properties,
(A) Hnc (X × Y,Q)
∼= ⊕p+q=nH
p
c(X,Q)⊗H
q
c(Y,Q) naturally in X and Y ,
(B) For a closed inclusion i : Z →֒ X with open complement j : U →֒ X there
are natural transformations ∂nZ,X : H
n
c (Z,Q) −→ H
n+1
c (U,Q) such that the
following long sequence is exact
. . .→ Hnc (U,Q)
j∗
−→ Hnc (X,Q)
i∗
−→ Hnc (Z,Q)
∂nZ,X
−−−→ Hn+1c (U,Q)→ . . . .
Let Gmot be the group of Q-linear automorphisms (τn : Hnc (−,Q)→ H
n
c (−,Q))n≥0
of the functors Hnc (−,Q) respecting properties (A) and (B). By construction there
is a functor Varsm,qp /k −→ Db(Gmot −Repf.d.Q ) mapping X to the trivial complex
⊕n≥0H
n
c (X,Q)[−n] of finite dimensional Q-linear G
mot-representations. Because
of (B) and a result of Bittner (cf. [5, Theorem 3.1]) we get a natural homomorphism
K0(Var /k) ∼= K0(Var
sm,qp /k) −→ K0(D
b(Gmot − Repf.d.Q ))
∼= K0(G
mot − Repf.d.Q )
which is actually a λ-ring homomorphism as H∗c(Sym
nX,Q) ∼= SymnH∗c(X,Q) nat-
urally in X .
The construction of the λ-structure on K0(Var /M) resp. K0(St /M) can also be
done in the G-equivariant case. Ekedahl’s proof that the subgroup generated by (2)
is a λ-ideal (see [10, Proposition 2.5]) also generalizes literally to the equivariant
case. Thus, the λ-structure on KG0 (St /M) descends to K
G(St /M). Moreover, any
homomorphism M → N of finite type defines a λ-ring homomorphism by pushing
forward motives. The following proposition provides the bridge between Example
(4) and (5).
Proposition 3.6. Let (M, µ, ǫ) be a G-equivariant monoidal algebraic space lo-
cally of finite type with µ of finite type as before. By passing from KG0 (. . . /M) to
KG(. . . /M) we get a sequence of λ-ring homomorphisms similar to the sequence
4This doesn’t make sense if M is a stack with nontrivial stabilizers. This is why we restricted
ourselves to algebraic spaces in the example before.
5With Hnc (X,Q) we mean the n-th cohomology with compact support of the complex analytic
space underlying X. Note that (contravariant) functoriality is only given for proper morphisms.
However, using Poincare´ duality we can define f∗ : H
dimR X−n
c (X,Q) −→ H
dimR Y−n
c (Y,Q) for
any f : X −→ Y .
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(1).
KG(Var /k)
ǫ∗−→ KG(Var /M) −→ KG(Sch /M) −→
−→ KG(Sp /M) −→ KG(Staff /M) −→ KG(St /M).
Moreover, the ring isomorphism of Proposition (2.8) is an isomorphism of λ-rings.
Proof. The arguments in the proof of Corollary 4.4 in [10] go literally through in
the Gm-equivariant case. The crucial observation is [1/Sn] = 1 in K
G(Staff /k) for
any n ≥ 1 (see [10, Theorem 4.3]). 
Definition 3.7. A filtered λ-ring is a λ-ring (R, σ) together with a descending
filtration . . . ⊂ F 1R ⊂ F 0R = R such that
(i) FmR · FnR ⊂ Fm+nR,
(ii) σm(FnR) ⊂ FmnR.
If R with the induced topology is complete6 (R, σ, F ·R) is called a complete filtered
λ-ring. In that case we define the operation
Sym : R′ := F 1R −→ R, a 7−→ σa(1) =
∑
n≥0
σn(a).
Lemma 3.8. If (R, σ, F ·R) is a complete filtered λ-ring, Sym : R′ → R is an
isomorphism from the additive group (R′,+) onto the multiplicative subgroup 1+R′
of the group of units (R×, ·).
Proof. By the properties of σ we only need to show that Sym : R′ → 1 + R′ is an
isomorphism. Indeed, any 0 6= a ∈ R′ has a unique decomposition a =
∑
n≥r an
with an ∈ FnR \ Fn+1R, r ≥ 1, ar 6= 0. Then Sym(a) = 1 + ar mod F r+1R is not
one and injectivity follows since Sym is a group homomorphism. For surjectivity
we consider 1 +
∑
n≥1 bn with bn ∈ F
nR \ Fn+1R. To compute a =
∑
n≥1 an as
above with
Sym(a) = 1 +
∑
n≥1
∑
1≤i1,...,in
i1+2i2+...+nin=n
σi1 (a1) · · ·σ
in(an) = 1 +
∑
n≥1
bn = b
we have to solve the system of equations
∑
1≤i1,...,in
i1+2i2+...+nin=n
σi1(a1) · · ·σ
in(an) = bn
which can be done recursively as σ1 = id. 
Remark 3.9. If R = R ⊗ Q, the statement of the lemma would also be true for
the operation exp : R′ ∋ a 7−→
∑
n≥0
an
n! ∈ 1 + R
′. Moreover, due to the similarity
between7 σn([X ]) = [Xn/Sn] and [X ]n/[Sn] = [X ]n/n!, some authors prefer to write
“Exp” or “EXP” instead of Sym. We prefer the notation Sym because it is often
induced by something categorical (see the previous Example (2)). In addition to
this, “Exp” sometimes suggests relations in the context of power structures which
do not hold.
Example 3.10. Let M be a monoidal Artin stack as before with a descending
filtration . . . ⊂ F 1M ⊂ F 0M = M such that µ(FmM × FnM) ⊂ Fm+nM and
∩n∈NFnM = ∅. Then K0(Var /M) is a filtered λ-ring with FnK0(Var /M) =
6so that in particular ∩n≥0F
nR = 0
7Notice that additional relations of the form [Xn/Sn] = [Xn]/[Sn] would give 1 = 0.
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K0(Var /F
n
M) and similarly for Kˆ0(Var /M). Moreover, Kˆ0(Var /M) is com-
plete. One can replace Var /M by any other subcategory of St /M and similarly
K0(. . . /M) by K
G(. . . /M).
Remark 3.11. Everything that has been said so far can be generalized to a relative
version. For this let B be an Artin stack locally of finite type over k and M an
Artin stack locally of finite type over B. If we replace any occurrence of k resp.
Spec(k) by B we get the relative version. In particular, if M is a commutative
monoid in the category of Artin stacks locally of finite type over B, the product
and the λ-ring structure on K0(St
aff /M) are given by suitable extensions of
[X
f
−→M] · [Y
g
−→M] = [X ×B Y
f×Bg−−−−→M×B M
µ
−−→M]
σn([X
f
−→M]) = [X ×B . . .×B X︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
/Sn
fn/Sn
−−−−→M×B . . .×B M︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
/Sn
µ
−−→M]
with unit [B
ǫ
−→ M]. In the special case M = B we get the so-called fiber product
on K0(St
aff /M). If M and B are algebraic spaces, we can replace the quotient
stacks by their coarse moduli spaces SymnB(−) to obtain a λ-ring structure on
K0(Var /M). We will only make use of this more general structure in the proof of
Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.6 with B = N>0. The reader is invited to convince
himself that any result in section 4 goes through literally if we replace k with B.
4. Vanishing cycles - the equivariant case
Let M be a commutative monoid over k as before, e.g. M = k, and consider the
monoid A1
M
= M ×k A1k locally of finite type over k with Gm acting fiberwise
with weight d ≥ 0, i.e. g · (u, z) = (u, gdz) (A1 is given the structure of a monoid
via addition). For notational convenience we will assume that M is an algebraic
space or even a variety and any quotient by some permutation group Sn has to
be taken without stabilizers. The stacky case is completely analogous. Denote by
KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) the corresponding λ-ring of Gm-equivariant motives and similarly
we denote by KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) the subgroup supported on the complement
M ×k Gm of the zero section in A1M. The latter group can canonically identified
with Kµd0 (Var /M) by taking the fiber over the unit section 1M : M → GlM(1).
The inverse operation is given by linear extension of
[X
f
−→M] 7−→ [X ×µd Gm
f×kz
d
−−−−→M×k Gm]
with Gm acting on X ×µd Gm by multiplication on the second factor. Indeed, if
f = (f1, f2) : X → M ×k Gm is homogeneous of degree d, i.e. f(g · x) = gdf(x) =
(f1(x), g
df2(x)) ∀ g ∈ Gm, x ∈ X , we can pass to an e´tale cover with Galois group
µd and assume that f is homogeneous of degree one. In that case X is isomorphic
to f−1(1)×k Gm with the isomorphism given by x 7−→ (f2(x)−1 · x, f2(x)). In the
sequel we will use, however, a different identification of KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) with
Kµd0 (Var /M), namely the one described above followed by multiplication with −1.
We will justify this choice later.
Note that for d|d′ the λ-ring KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) maps canonically into KGm,d
′
0 (Var /A
1
M
)
by replacing the Gm-action on X in X
f
−→ A1
M
with the new action g ⋆x := gd
′/d ·x.
This map is compatible with the subgroups KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) on which it is ac-
tually an embedding. Indeed, if we identify the latter subgroup with Kµd0 (Var /M)
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as shown before, the map corresponds to the replacement of the µd-action with the
µd′-action by means of the epimorphism µd′ ։ µd sending a root to its d
′/d-th
power. A left inverse of this construction is given by modding out the action of the
kernel µd′/d ⊂ µd′ of that epimorphism. The quotient X/µd′/d exits as our action
was good by assumption. Let us introduce the following notation
Kµˆ0 (Var /M) := lim−→
d
Kµd0 (Var /M) =
⋃
d
Kµd0 (Var /M) = lim−→
d
KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)).
We will now equip Kµˆ0 (Var /M) with a new structure of a λ-ring. To do this we
consider the λ-ring KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) together with the subgroup Id given by the
image of the pull-back
KGm0 (Var /M) ∋ [Y
g
−→M] 7−→ [Y ×k A
1
k
g×id
−−−→M×k A
1
k] ∈ K
Gm,d
0 (Var /A
1
M
)
with Gm acting on Y ×k A1k by g · (y, z) = (g · y, g
dz). The restriction to the zero
section M →֒ A1
M
provides us with a left inverse and we can identify the subgroup
Id with K
Gm
0 (Var /M). For d|d
′ we have the commutative diagram
KGm0 (Var /M)
∼= Id


//

KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
)

KGm0 (Var /M)
∼= Id′


// KGm,d
′
0 (Var /A
1
M
),
where the vertical maps replace the action of g ∈ Gm with the action of gd
′/d as
seen above.
Lemma 4.1. The subgroup Id ∼= K
Gm
0 (Var /M) is a λ-ideal of K
Gm,d
0 (Var /A
1
M
)
and if we identify the quotient λ-ring KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
)/Id with the complement
KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1))
∼= K
µd
0 (Var /M) of Id in K
Gm,d
0 (Var /A
1
M
), the latter gets a
natural structure of a λ-ring. Moreover, we can pass to the inductive limit over d
and get a λ-ring structure on Kµˆ0 (Var /M).
Proof. It is not difficult to see that KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) is indeed a complement of
Id in K
Gm,d
0 (Var /A
1
M
) and the projection onto this complement is given by linear
extension of
[X
f
−−→ A1M] 7−→
(
[f−1(GlM(1))
f
−−→ GlM(1)]− [f
−1(0)×k Gm
f×id
−−−→M×k Gm]
)
respectively of
[X
f
−−→ A1M] 7−→
(
[f−1(0)
pM◦f−−−−→M]− [f−1(1)
pM◦f−−−−→M]
)
after identifying KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) with K
µd
0 (Var /M). Here, µd ⊂ Gm acts both
on f−1(0) and on f−1(1). It remains to show that Id is a λ-ideal. This can be done
by looking at generators [X
f
−→ A1
M
] and [Y ×M A1M
p
A1
M−−−→ A1
M
] of KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
)
respectively Id, with [Y
g
−→M] ∈ KGm0 (Var /M). For the product
[X
f
−→ A1
M
] · [Y ×M A
1
M
p
A1
M−−−→ A1
M
] = [X ×k (Y ×M A
1
M
)
fpX+pA1
M−−−−−−−→ A1
M
]
we mention
[X ×k (Y ×M A
1
M)
fpX+pA1
M−−−−−−−→ A1M] = [(X ×k Y )×M A
1
M
p
A1
M−−−→ A1M] ∈ Id
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which is obtained by composing pA1
M
with the Gm-equivariant isomorphism
X ×k (Y ×M A
1
M)
(pX ,pY ,fpX+pA1
M
)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (X ×k Y )×M A
1
M
as g ∈ Gm acts by multiplication with gd on A1M. Similarly, we get for all n > 0
[Symnk (Y ×M A
1
M)
Symnk pA1
M−−−−−−−→ Symnk A
1
M
+
−−→ A1M]
= [(Y n ×k A
n
k )/Sn
(gn×idAn
k
)/Sn
−−−−−−−−−→ (Mn ×k A
n
k )/Sn
µ×+
−−−→M×k A
1
k
∼= A1M]
= [(Y n ×k A
n
k )
0/Sn ×k A
1
k
(
gn×id
A
n−1
k
)
/Sn×idA1
k
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Mn ×k A
n
k )
0/Sn ×k A
1
k
µ◦pMn×idA1
k−−−−−−−−→M×k A
1
k
∼= A1M]
= [(Y n ×k A
n
k )
0/Sn ×M A
1
M
p
A1
M−−−→ A1
M
] ∈ Id,
where we used the notation
(Y n ×k A
n
k )
0 := {(y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Y
n ×k A
n
k | z1 + . . . zn = 0}
and similarly for (Mn ×k Ank )
0 as well as the obvious Gm × Sn-equivariant iso-
morphism (Y n ×k Ank )
0 ×k A1k −→ Y
n ×k Ank sending ((y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn), z) to
(y1, . . . , yn, z1 + z/n, . . . , zn + z/n).
In particular, for any a ∈ KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) and any b ∈ Id one has σ
p(a + b) =∑p
n=0 σ
p−n(a)σn(b) ≡ σp(a) mod Id and the residue class of σp(a) depends only
on the residue class of a in KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
)/Id.
Neither the product nor the λ-ring structure on KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) depend on the
weight d. Thus, KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) −→ KGm,d
′
0 (Var /A
1
M
) is a λ-ring homomorphism
and the same holds for the quotients KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
)/Id −→ K
Gm,d
′
0 (Var /A
1
M
)/Id′ .
The statement for the inductive limit follows. 
For the sake of completeness we will also give explicit formulas for the product and
the λ-ring structure in terms of Kµˆ0 (Var /M). For natural numbers d, n > 0 we
introduce the following notation
Jdn,0 := {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ G
n
m | z
d
1 + . . .+ z
d
n = 0}
Jdn,1 := {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ G
n
m | z
d
1 + . . .+ z
d
n = 1}.
The groups µnd and Sn obviously act on J
d
n,0 and J
d
n,1. Moreover, the action of the
diagonal subgroup µd →֒ µnd commutes with the action of µ
n
d and of Sn. If [X →M]
and [Y →M] are two elements of Kµˆ0 (Var /M) with µˆ acting on X and Y by means
of µd, their product is given by
[X →M] · [Y →M] = [(X ×k Y )×µ2d J
d
2,0 −→M]− [(X ×k Y )×µ2d J
d
2,1 −→M].
with µˆ acting on Jd2,0 resp. J
d
2,1 via µd →֒ µ
2
d. Similarly,
σn(−[X →M]) = [(Xn ×µnd J
d
n,0)/Sn −→M]− [(X
n ×µnd J
d
n,1)/Sn −→M]
with µˆ acting on Jdn,0 resp. J
d
n,1 via µd →֒ µ
n
d .
Notice that we used our sign convention when identifying KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1)) with
Kµd0 (Var /M). The reason is the following. The λ-ring K
Gm
0 (Var /M) maps as a
λ-ring to KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) by means of the push forward along the homomorphism
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M
0
−→ A1
M
of monoids as seen before. By composing it with the quotient map
KGm,d0 (Var /A
1
M
) −→ KGm,d0 (Var /GlM(1))
∼= K
µd
0 (Var /M) we get a natural λ-ring
homomorphism KGm0 (Var /M) −→ K
µd
0 (Var /M) which by our sign convention is
just the obvious map considering any variety with good Gm-action as a variety
with good µd-action by restricting the action to µd ⊂ Gm. In particular, our
sign convention guarantees that the λ-ring structure on Kµˆ0 (Var /M) is just an
“extension” of the one on K0(Var /M) −→ K
Gm
0 (Var /M).
Remark 4.2. The ring Kµˆ0 (Var /M) and its quotient K
µˆ(Var /M) has been in-
troduced in [13] to prove a kind of Thom-Sebiastiani theorem. The product was
already defined by Looijenga [28] in a different way. This section and, in par-
ticular, Lemma 4.1 was inspired by the paper [23] of Kontsevich and Soibelman
which simplified the ad hoc construction of Looijenga a lot. They show that
K0(Var /M) →֒ K0(Var /A1M) is an ideal. Hence, they get a ring structure on
K0(Var /GlM(1)) and, by forgetting the Gm-action, we obtain a (λ-)ring homo-
morphism Kµˆ0 (Var /M) −→ K0(Var /GlM(1)).
As mentioned before, everything that has been said so far generalizes easily to
Kµˆ0 (St /M) and K
µˆ
0 (St
aff /M). Moreover, the construction of the λ-ring structure is
compatible with relation (2) in section 2 allowing us to put a new λ-ring structure on
for example Kµˆ(Var /M). By Remark 2.9 the λ-ideal of KGm,d(Var /A1
M
) analoguos
to Id is isomorphic to K(Var /M) and we can replace the µˆ-actions on [(X
n ×µn
d
Jdn,0)/Sn −→ M] and on [(X ×k Y ) ×µ2d J
d
2,0 −→ M] with the trivial one. Using
relation (2) it is also not difficult to see that [(X ×k Y ) ×µ2d J
d
2,0 −→ M] coincides
with (L− 1)[X ×µd Y −→M] in K
µˆ(Var /M) (cf. [28, section 7]).
Example 4.3. The residue class of the map [X = A1k
f=z2
−−−→ A1k] ∈ K
Gm,2(Var /A1k)
in Kµˆ(Var /k) is given by [f−1(0)] − [f−1(1)] = 1 − [µ2] with µ2 carrying the
obvious µˆ-action. Similarly, the residue class of [A2k
g=z21+z
2
2−−−−−−→ A1k] can be easily
computed by coordinate change to be [g−1(0)] − [g−1(1)] = L because the class of
the variety Glk(1) = Gm with µ2-action given by sign change is the same as the
class of L− 1 by (2) and the scissor relation. On the other hand, the latter residue
class is by definition of the convolution product and Lemma (4.1) just the square
of L1/2 := 1− [µ2]. We will see later that −L
1/2 = [µ2]− 1 is a line element.
Generalizing the previous example, the residue class in Kµˆ(Var /k) of a nondegener-
ate quadratic function f : Ank → A
1
k is given by L
n/2. However, the critical scheme
Crit(f) ⊂ Ank is always Spec(k) independent of n. To get some measure of Spec(k)
independent of its representation as a critical locus, we should normalize the residue
class motivating the following definition.
Definition 4.4. Let X be an equidimensional variety locally of finite type over
M. Assume that X carries a good Gm-action. Let X
s ⊂ X be a Gm-invariant
locally closed subvariety of finite type over M. If f : X → A1
M
is a Gm-equivariant
map over M with Gm acting on A
1
M
with some positive weight d, we denote by∫
Xs φ
eq
f ∈ K
µˆ(Var /M)[L−1/2] the rescaled residue class of [Xs
f |Xs
−−−−→ A1
M
], i.e.∫
Xs
φeqf := L
− dim X2
(
[f−1(0) ∩Xs
prM◦f−−−−−→M]− [f−1(1) ∩Xs
prM◦f−−−−−→M]
)
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with µˆ acting nontrivially only on f−1(1) ∩ Xs via µd. Moreover, if X s ⊂ X
are Artin stacks with affine stabilizers satisfying the same properties, we define∫
X s φ
eq
f ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /M) in the same way.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 and the definition we obtain the fol-
lowing proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Let X ,Y and Z be equidimensional Artin stacks locally of fi-
nite type over M with affine stabilizers. Assume, moreover, that X ,Y and Z are
equipped with a good Gm-action and that X s,Ys,Zs are locally closed Gm-invariant
substacks in X ,Y resp. Z. Let π : Z → X , f : X → A1
M
and g : Y → A1
M
be Gm-
equivariant maps with respect to suitable actions of Gm on A
1
M
of positive weight.
By choosing the Gm-actions correspondingly, we can assume that f+g : X×kY
f×g
−−−→
A1
M
×k A1M
+
−−→ A1
M
and Symn+(f) : Sym
n
k X
Symn(f)
−−−−−−→ Symnk A
1
M
+
−−→ A1
M
are also
Gm-equivariant. Then
(1)
∫
X s
φeqf = L
− dimX2 [X s →M] if f ≡ 0,
(2)
∫
X s⊔X s2
φeqf =
∫
X s φ
eq
f +
∫
X s2
φeqf for any Gm-invariant locally closed substack
X s2 ⊂ X not intersecting X
s,
(3)
∫
X s×Ys φ
eq
f+g =
∫
X s φ
eq
f ·
∫
Ys φ
eq
g (Thom–Sebastiani),
(4) Ln dimX/2
∫
Symn X s
φeqSymn+(f)
= σn(LdimX/2
∫
X s
φeqf ) for all n ≥ 0 and a
similar statement holds for Symn(f) : Symn X −→ A1
M
if X and M are
algebraic spaces,
(5)
∫
Zs φ
eq
f◦π = L
− r2 [F ]
∫
X s φ
eq
f if π|Zs : Z
s → X s is a Zariski locally trivial
fibration with r-dimensional fiber8 F . The same holds if π|Zs is a vector
bundle or a Glk(n)-principal bundle.
Proof. Properties (1),(2),(3),(4) and (5) follow directly from the definition and
Lemma 4.1. If π|Zs is a vector or a principal bundle, we use either the relation (2)
or Lemma 2.6. 
Example 4.6. Let f : Ank → A
1
k be a quadratic form of rank r. Since k¯ = k,∫
Ank
φeqf = L
n−r
2 by equation (1) and (3) of Prop. 4.5. Let us now consider the case
n = r = 1. We use the identification Symq A1k
∼= A
q
k given by
A
q
k ∋ (z1, . . . , zq) 7−→ (z1 + . . .+ zq, . . . , z
q
1 + . . .+ z
q
q) ∈ A
q
k,
such that Gm acts with weights 1, 2, . . . , q on A
q
k. Hence, the function Sym
q
+(f) :
A
q
k ∋ (z1, . . . , zq) 7−→ z2 ∈ A
1
k is in the λ-ideal I2 for q > 1 and
∫
A
q
k
φeq
Symq+(f)
= 0
follows. By Proposition 4.5 (4) we obtain σ1−[µ2](t) = 1 + (1 − [µ2])t and, thus,
σ[µ2]−1(t) = 1/(1−([µ2]−1)t), in other words, [µ2]−1 is a line element in K
µˆ(Var /k)
while 1 − [µ2] is not. Notice that K
µˆ(Var /k)[L−1] = Kµˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2] and
σn(a(−L1/2)m) = σn(a)(−L1/2)mn for allm ∈ Z, n ∈ N and a ∈ Kµˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2].
Let us finally show that the Euler characteristic (with compact support) provides
a λ-ring homomorphism Kµˆ(Var /k) −→ Z with respect to the exotic λ-ring struc-
ture on Kµˆ(Var /k) introduced in this section. Consider the group CFGm(A1k,Z)
8If the fiber F carries a nontrivial Gm-action, its class in Kµˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2] is given by the
residue class of [F → 0] ∈ KGm,1(Var /A1k).
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of Gm-invariant Z-valued constructible functions f on A
1
k. Such a function is de-
termined by its values on 0 and 1. As in Example 3.5 (3) we equip this group
with a λ-ring structure. Note that the unit is given by the characteristic func-
tion δ0 of {0} ⊂ A1k. Similarly to Lemma 4.1 one shows that the subgroup of
constant functions is a λ-ideal. The quotient group can be identified with Z by
taking the difference f(0) − f(1). Thus, Z gets an induced λ-ring structure with
unit 1 = δ0(0) − δ0(1). By the basic properties of λ-rings there is a unique λ-ring
structure on Z with unit 1 given by Example 3.5 (1). Hence, we obtain a λ-ring
homomorphism CFGm(A1k,Z) −→ Z vanishing on constant functions.
For any d > 0 there is obviously a λ-ring homomorphism KGm,d(Var /A1k) −→
CFGm(A1k,Z) by taking the Euler characteristic fiberwise. As Id maps to the sub-
group of constant functions, we get a λ-ring homomorphism χ : Kµd(Var /k) −→ Z
by passing to the quotients. Taking our identifications into account, χ maps a va-
riety with good µd-action to its Euler characteristic. This is independent of d and
we can finally pass to the limit d→∞.
This construction can be extended to get λ-ring homomorphisms to Grothendieck
groups of µˆ-equivariant resp. fractional mixed Hodge structures. See [6] for more
details.
5. Vanishing cycles - the general case
Let X be a smooth k-variety of finite type and dimension d and let f : X → A1k
be a regular map. Denote by X0 the (reduced) fiber over 0 ∈ A1k and by Crit(f)
the critical locus of f . The latter is contained in finitely many fibers of f and
by shrinking X and replacing f with f − c for c ∈ A1k constant, we can assume
Crit(f) ⊂ X0. Note that for k = C the cohomology of the classical nearby cycle
sheaf on X0 is more or less by definition the cohomology of a nearby fiber f
−1(ε)
with 0 6= ε ∈ A1k very small. A naive motivic replacement could be the motive
of the fiber f−1(ε). But this motive depends on ε and there is in general no way
to consider f−1(ε) as a motive on X0 generalizing the classical nearby cycle sheaf.
However, there is one exception. For Gm-equivariant f the motive of f
−1(ε) is
independent of ε 6= 0 and this was our motivation for the (integral over the) naive
vanishing cycle
∫
X φ
eq
f defined in the previous section for Gm-equivariant functions.
In the general case Denef and Loeser [7],[9] constructed a motivic version of the
sheaf of vanishing cycles associated to f , i.e. a motive φf in K
µˆ(Var /X0)[L
−1/2],
by considering certain arc-spaces. We will give a slightly different approach to it
using various Gm-equivariant functions associated to f and their naive vanishing
cycles.
For X → A1k and n ≥ 0 we denote by Ln(X) the space of arcs of length n in X , i.e.
the scheme representing the functor Y 7−→ HomSch(Y ×k Spec(k[t]/(tn+1)), X). By
functoriality of the construction there is a morphism Ln(f) : Ln(X) −→ Ln(A1k)
∼=
An+1k . Denote by Ln,Gm(X) ⊂ Ln(X) the preimage of {0} ×k . . .×k {0} ×k Gm ⊂
An+1k
∼= Ln(A1k), in other words, the subvariety of arcs γ such that f ◦ γ is induced
by k[X ] ∋ P (X) 7→ P (ztn) mod tn+1 ∈ k[t]/(tn+1) for some z ∈ Gm.
Let us also introduce the obvious projections πnm : Ln(X) −→ Lm(X) form ≤ n and
write πn for πn0 . For any γ ∈ Ln(X)|X0 := (π
n)−1(X0) the arc Ln(f)(γ) = f ◦ γ
is either zero and γ was an arc in X0 or there is a first nonzero coefficient and
γ ∈ (πnm)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)) for some 1 ≤ m ≤ n. The latter space is an affine bundle
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with fiber A
(n−m)d
k over Lm,Gm(X) as X is smooth. In other words, we have the
following stratification
(3) Ln(X)|X0 = (π
n)−1(X0) = Ln(X0) ⊔ ⊔
n
m=1(π
n
m)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)).
The space on the left hand side is also an affine fibration with fiber Andk over X0.
Taking the motives relative to X0 yields
[X0 → X0] =
[(πn)−1(X0)→ X0]
Lnd
=
[Ln(X0)→ X0]
Lnd
+
n∑
m=1
[Lm,Gm(X)→ X0]
Lmd
.
By multiplying this equation with the formal variable T n and summing over n ≥ 1,
we finally get the equation
[X0 → X0]T
1− T
= Znaivef (T )
1
1− T
+ JX0(L
−dT )− [X0 → X0] or
JX0(L
−dT ) =
[X0 → X0]− Znaivef (T )
1− T
,(4)
where we used the shorthands JX0(T ) =
∑
n≥0[Ln(X0)→ X0]T
n and Znaivef (T ) =∑
n≥1[Ln,Gm(X)→ X0]L
−ndT n as in [7, Definition 3.2.1].
We also define a map fn : Ln(X) −→ A1k by the composition
Ln(X)
Ln(f)
−−−−→ Ln(A
1
k)
∼= An+1k
prn+1
−−−−→ A1k.
There is a natural Gm-action on Spec(k[t]/(t
n+1)) induced by t 7→ gt for g ∈ Gm.
This induces an action on Ln(−) and Ln(f) is Gm-equivariant. Moreover, fn is
homogeneous of degree n if we use the standard Gm-action on A
1
k. Let us introduce
the following generating series
Zeqf (T ) =
∑
n≥1
∫
Ln(X)|X0
φeqfnT
n
=
∑
n≥1
L−(n+1)d/2
([
f−1n (0) ∩ Ln(X)|X0 → X0
]
−
[
f−1n (1) ∩ Ln(X)|X0 → X0
])
T n
in Kˆ
µˆ
(Var /X0 × N>0) with µˆ acting nontrivially only on f−1n (1) ∩ Ln(X)|X0 .
To compute Zeqf (T ) we use the stratification (3) and the notation Ln,1(X) :=
Ln,Gm(X) ∩ f
−1
n (1). Observe that
f−1n (z) ∩ Ln(X0) =
{
∅ for z 6= 0,
Ln(X0) for z = 0,
f−1n (z) ∩ Ln,Gm(X)
∼=
{
Ln,1(X) for z 6= 0,
∅ for z = 0.
Notice that for any 1 ≤ m < n the stratum (πnm)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)) is isomorphic to
the product A1k ×k f
−1
n (0) ∩ (π
n
m)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)) by mapping an arc γ in X such
that f ◦ γ = amtm + . . . + fn(γ)tn with am 6= 0 to the pair (fn(γ), γ ◦ ϑγ) with
ϑγ being the automorphism of k[t]/(t
n+1) mapping t to t − fn(γ)mam t
n−m+1. This
isomorphism is actually Gm-equivariant if g ∈ Gm acts on (z, γ) ∈ A1k ×k f
−1
n (0) ∩
(πnm)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)) by means of (g
nz, g · γ). Hence, [(πnm)
−1(Lm,Gm(X)) −→ X0]
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is in the λ-ideal In ⊂ K
Gm,n(Var /A1X0) and
∫
(πnm)
−1(Lm,Gm (X))
φeqfn = 0 follows. In
particular, these strata will not contribute to Zeqf (T ), and we finally get
Ld/2Zeqf (L
−d/2T ) =
∑
n≥1
([
Ln(X0)→ X0
]
−
[
Ln,1(X)→ X0
])
L−ndT n
= JX0(L
−dT )− [X0 → X0]− Zf (T ) =
T [X0 → X0]− Znaivef (T )
1− T
− Zf(T ),
where we used equation (4) and the Zeta function Zf(T ) =
∑
n≥1
[
Ln,1(X) →
X0
]
L−ndT n ∈ Kˆ
µˆ
(Var /X0 × N>0) introduced by Denef and Loeser [7, Defini-
tion 3.2.1],[9]. Using motivic integration Denef and Loeser show that Znaivef (T )
and Zf(T ) are Taylor series expansions around T = 0 of rational functions in
Kµˆ(Var /X0)[L
−1/2](T ). Moreover, the rational functions are regular at T = ∞
and Denef and Loeser define the vanishing cycle sheaf (up to the factor (−1)d) to
be the value of Zf (T ) at T =∞ plus [X0
id
−→ X0] with trivial µˆ-action. We will fol-
low their definition but use a different factor. Notice that by the previous formula
Zeqf (T ) is also a Taylor expansion around T = 0 of a rational function without a
pole at T =∞.
Definition 5.1. If we also denote by Zeqf (T ) the rational function having Taylor
series expansion around T = 0 as above, the vanishing cycle sheaf is defined by
φf = −Z
eq
f (∞) ∈ K
µˆ(Var /X0)[L
−1/2].
Our definition differs from that of Denef and Loeser by a factor (−L1/2)d which is
a line element having Euler characteristic 1. It coincides with that of Kontsevich
and Soibelman [23].
To give an explicit expression for the rational function Zeqf (T ) we choose an embed-
ded resolution of X0 ⊂ X , i.e. a smooth variety Y together with a proper morphism
π : Y → X such that Y0 = (f ◦π)−1(0) = π−1(X0) is a normal crossing divisor and
π : Y \Y0
∼
−→ X \X0. Denote the irreducible components of Y0 by Ei with i ∈ J and
let mi > 0 be the multiplicity of Ei. Since f ◦ π is a section in OY (−
∑
i∈J miEi),
it induces a regular map to A1k from the total space of OY (
∑
i∈I miEi) for any
∅ 6= I ⊂ J . The latter space restricted to E◦I is just ⊗i∈IN
⊗mi
Ei|Y
|E◦
I
. By composition
with the tensor product we get a regular map fI : NI :=
∏
i∈I(NEi|Y \Ei)|E◦I −→ A
1
k
which is obviously homogeneous of degree mi with respect to the Gm-action on the
factor (NEi|Y \ Ei)|E◦I and homogeneous of degree mI :=
∑
i∈I mi with respect to
the diagonal Gm-action. In particular, f
−1
I (1) carries a natural µˆ-action via µmI .
By composing with π : Y → X the projection NI → E◦I along the fibers induces
a µˆ-equivariant map f−1I (1) → X0.
9 Finally, we introduce positive integers νi by
the formula π∗KX ⊗ K
−1
Y = OY (
∑
i∈J(1 − νi)Ei) with KX resp. KY being the
canonical divisors of X resp. Y . By combining the explicit formulas for the rational
9The diagonal action of Gm on NI is canonical but not the only possible one. We can also let
Gm act with weight wi ∈ Z on the fibers of NEi|Y \ Ei for any i ∈ I such that w =
∑
i∈I wimi
is positive. Then, fI is homogeneous of degree w > 0 and f
−1
I (1) carries a µw-action. For
different weights (wi)i∈I we get different monodromy actions but one can show that the motives
[f−1I (1) −→ X0] ∈ K
µˆ(Var /X0) are always the same (see the proof of Theorem 5.9). A “minimal”
monodromy action is obtained by choosing weights such that
∑
i∈I wimi = gcd(mi | i ∈ I).
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functions associated to Znaivef (T ) and Zf (T ) (see [7, Theorem 3.3.1], [7, Corollary
3.3.2] and [28, Lemma 5.3]) we immediately get the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let f : X → A1k be as above and π : Y → X be an embedded
resolution of X0. In the notation just explained we have
Ld/2Zeqf (L
−d/2T ) =
∑
∅6=Iˆ⊂J⊔{⋆}
aIˆ
∏
i∈Iˆ
L−νiTmi
1− L−νiTmi
with ν⋆ = 0, m⋆ = 1, a{⋆} = [X0 → X0], aIˆ = −[NI → X0] for Iˆ = I ⊔ {⋆} and
aIˆ = −[NI → X0] − [f
−1
I (1) → X0] for Iˆ = I ⊂ J with µˆ acting nontrivially only
on f−1I (1) via µmI . In particular,
φf = −L
− d2
∑
∅6=Iˆ⊂J⊔{⋆}
(−1)|Iˆ|aIˆ = L
− d2
(
[X0 → X0]+
∑
∅6=I⊂J
(−1)|I|[f−1I (1)→ X0]
)
.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the previous theorem.
Proposition 5.3.
(1) The motive φf is supported on Crit(f) ⊂ X0, in other words contained in
Kµˆ(Var /Crit(f))[L−1/2] →֒ Kµˆ(Var /X0)[L−1/2].
10
(2) If f ≡ 0, then φf = L−
dim X
2 [X
id
−→ X ].
(3) Let π : Y → X be a smooth morphism of relative dimension r. Then
φf◦π = L
− r2π∗φf .
The last property is very useful for defining motivic vanishing cycles on Artin
stacks. Indeed, let X be a smooth Artin stack locally of finite type over k and let
f : X → A1k be a regular map and X0 its zero locus. Assume that X is locally a
quotient stack, i.e. every closed point has an open neighborhood X ′ of finite type
which is isomorphic to a quotient stack X/Glk(n) for some smooth connected k-
variety X and some n > 0.11 If φf were defined such that Prop. 5.3 (3) holds for
any representable smooth morphism between stacks of the form mentioned above,
we would get for any local atlas π : X → X/Glk(n) ∼= X ′ ⊂ X
π∗φf◦π = L
−n
2
2 π∗π
∗φf = L
−n
2
2 φf ×X [X
π
−→ X ] = L−
n2
2 [Gl(n)]φf |X ′0
and, thus, φf |X ′0 = L
n2
2 [Glk(n)]
−1π∗φf◦π in K
µˆ(Var /X ′0)[[Glk(n)]
−1, n ∈ N] =
Kµˆ(Staff /X ′0). We will take this as our (local) definition for φf and by Proposi-
tion 5.3 (3) this definition is independent of the choice of a local description by a
quotient stack. In particular, the locally defined motives φf |X ′0 glue and we get a
well-defined element φf ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /X0).
As a special case we get motivic vanishing cycles for smooth Deligne–Mumford
stacks of the form X/G for some finite group G acting on a smooth variety X as
X/G ∼= Y/Glk(n) with Y = X×GGlk(n) for some embedding G →֒ Glk(n). Let us
firstly mention that any e´tale locally trivial G-principal bundle on Spec(k[t]/(tp+1))
10Notice: Kµˆ(Var /∅) = {0}
11By a result of Kresch [26, Proposition 3.5.9] an Artin stack X locally of finite type admits a
locally finite stratification by quotient stacks if and only if it belongs to Staff /k. Conjecturally,
X is locally of the form X/Gl(n) with smooth X of finite type if and only if X is smooth and
X ∈ Staff /k.
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is trivial. Hence, Lp(X/G) = Lp(X)/G. By left translation on Glk(n) we have
Lp(X ×kGlk(n)) = Lp(X)×kGlk(n)×k glk(n)
p with G acting nontrivially only on
the factor Lp(X)×kGlk(n). As X ×k Glk(n) −→ Y is an e´tale G-principal bundle,
Lp(Y ) = Lp(X ×k Glk(n))/G = Lp(X) ×G Glk(n) ×k glk(n)
p. Thus, Lp(Y ) −→
Lp(X)/G is a vector bundle of rank n
2p over a Glk(n)-principal bundle on Lp(X)/G.
By Proposition 4.5 (5) we finally get for any regular f : X/G −→ A1k with associated
f˜ : Y −→ A1k and fp : Lp(X)/G −→ A
1
k
Zeq
f˜
(T ) =
[Glk(n)]
Ln
2/2
∑
p≥1
∫
Lp(X)/G|X0/G
φeqfp(L
n2/2T )p =:
[Glk(n)]
Ln
2/2
Zeqf (L
n2/2T ).
In particular, the “stacky” generating series Zeqf (T ) is a Taylor series expansion
of a rational function with regular value −φf at T = ∞. But the reader should
be warned. The rational function is not obtained by applying Theorem 5.2 to a
G-equivariant resolution of X and by replacing any space with G-action with its
quotient stack.
We will apply this to the following situation. Start with a regular function f :
X → A1k on a smooth variety of dimension d. Form the smooth Deligne–Mumford
stack SymnX = Xn/Sn and the regular function Sym
n
+(f) : Sym
nX
Symn(f)
−−−−−−→
SymnA1
+
−−→ A1k. Notice that Sym
nX0 is naturally a substack of (Sym
nX)0.
Theorem 5.4. If we consider φf ∈ K
µˆ(Var /X0)[L
−1/2] and φSymn+(f)|Symn X0 ∈
Kµˆ(Staff /SymnX0) as elements of the λ-ring Kˆ
µˆ
(Staff /SymX0) via the obvious
maps, we get for any n ≥ 0 the equation
Lnd/2φSymn+(f)|Symn X0 = σ
n(Ld/2φf ).
Proof. Notice that Lp(Sym
nX) = Lp(Xn/Sn) = Lp(X)n/Sn = Sym
n Lp(X),
(πp)−1(SymnX0) = Sym
n((πp)−1(X0)) and (Sym
n
+(f))p = Sym
n
+(fp). By Propo-
sition 4.5 (4) with M := SymX0 we get
Lnd/2ZeqSymn+(f)
(L−nd/2T )|Symn X0
=
∑
p≥1
L−ndp · LdimSym
n Lp(X)/2
∫
Symn((πp)−1(X0))
φeqSymn+(fp)
T p
=
∑
p≥1
σn
(
L−dp · LdimLp(X)/2
∫
(πp)−1(X0)
φeqfp
)
T p
= σn
(
Ld/2Zeqf (L
−d/2T )
)
,
where we used the λ-ring structure on Kˆ
µˆ
(Staff /SymX0×N>0) induced by the ob-
vious structure of SymX0×N>0 as a monoid in the category of stacks over N>0 (cf.
Remark 3.11). If we identify this λ-ring with TR[[T ]] for R := Kˆ
µˆ
(Staff /SymX0),
the multiplication has to be done coefficient wise and, similarly, σn has to be applied
to every single coefficient (without changing T ) for n ≥ 0. We can also form the
λ-ring R[[T, T−1]] ∼= Kˆ
µˆ
(Staff /SymX0 × Z) with obvious λ-ring homomorphisms
to TR[[T ]] resp. to R given by restriction to N>0 resp. to {0}. Denote by R〈T 〉 the
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R-module of rational functions
g(T ) =
∑
Λ
gΛ
∏
i∈Λ
L−aiT bi
1− L−aiT bi
,
where the sum is over a finite collection of index sets Λ, gΛ ∈ R and ai, bi ∈ N
with bi > 0 for all i ∈ Λ. Denote by g0(T ) ∈ TR[[T ]] resp. g∞(T ) ∈ R[[T
−1]]
the Taylor series expansions of g(T ) ∈ R〈T 〉 in T = 0 resp. T = ∞ and define
τ : R〈T 〉 ∋ g(T ) 7−→ g0(T )−g∞(T ) ∈ R[[T, T−1]]. Obviously, τ and its composition
τ0 : R〈T 〉 ∋ g(T ) 7−→ g0(T ) ∈ TR[[T ]] with R[[T, T
−1]] −→ TR[[T ]] are injective.
Let R[[T, T−1]]rat and TR[[T ]]rat denote the images of τ and τ0. Thus, R〈T 〉 ∼=
R[[T, T−1]]rat ∼= TR[[T ]]rat.
By Theorem 5.2, Ld/2Zeqf (L
−d/2T ) = g0(T ) for some g(T ) ∈ R〈T 〉. The theorem
is now a direct consequence of the following lemma, the definition of the vanishing
cycle sheaf and the calculations above. 
Lemma 5.5. The R-submodules TR[[T ]]rat and R[[T, T
−1]]rat of TR[[T ]] resp.
R[[T, T−1]] are λ-subrings. In particular, the map TR[[T ]]rat ∋ g0(T ) 7−→ −g∞(0) =
−g(∞) ∈ R is a λ-ring homomorphism.
Proof. One can use the Euclidean algorithm and the fact that 1 − La is invert-
ible in R = Kˆ
µˆ
(Staff /SymX0) for every 0 6= a ∈ Z to expand any product
gΛ
∏
i∈Λ
L−aiT bi
1−L−aiT bi
into partial fractions
∑
j∈J gj
T rjL−ajT bj
(1−L−ajT bj )lj
with gj ∈ R, aj , bj , lj,
rj ∈ Z such that bj , lj > 0, rj ≥ 0. Thus, R[[T, T−1]]rat is the R-linear span of
elements of the form∑
m∈Z
(
m+ l − 1
l − 1
)
L−amT bm+r or more generally
∑
m∈Z
f(m)L−amT bm+r
with a, b, r, l ∈ Z such that b, l > 0, r ≥ 0 and f ∈ Q[X ] with f(Z) ⊂ Z because the
space of these functions is spanned over Z by binomial coefficients. Notice that the
space of these rational polynomials is closed under multiplication and composition.
If the product of two series as above is not zero, we get∑
m∈Z
f(m)L−amT bm+r ·
∑
n∈Z
f ′(n)L−a
′nT b
′n+r′ =
∑
p∈Z
f ′′(p)L−a
′′pT b
′′p+r′′
with b′′ = lcm(b, b′), a′′ = ab′′/b + a′b′′/b′, r′′ = bm0 + r = b
′n0 + r
′ and f ′′(p) =
f(pb′′/b + m0)f
′(pb′′/b′ + n0) where (m0, n0) ∈ N
2
>0 is the smallest solution of
bm+ r = b′n + r′. This part of the lemma has already been proven by Denef and
Loeser (see Prop. 5.1.1. and Prop. 5.1.2 in [8]).
Using the basic properties of the λ-ring R we also obtain
σn
(
g
∑
m∈Z
f(m)L−amT bm+r
)
=
∑
m∈Z
σn(gf(m))L−anmT bm+r
=
∑
m∈Z
Pn(σ1(g), . . . , σn(g), σ1(f)(m), . . . , σn(f)(m))L−anmT bm+r
for any g ∈ R, where we used the universal polynomials Pn from the definition of
a special λ-ring as well as the polynomials σn(f) ∈ Q[X ] with values σn(f)(m) =(
f(m)+n−1
n
)
in Z for every m ∈ Z (cf. Example 3.5 (1)). As R[[T, T−1]]rat is closed
under multiplication, it is, therefore, also a λ-subring. The same arguments show
that TR[[T ]]rat is a λ-subring of TR[[T ]]. 
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The following theorem generalizes the classical Thom–Sebastiani theorem to the
motivic vanishing cycle.
Theorem 5.6 ([8], Theorem 5.2.2). Let X, Y be smooth varieties and let f : X →
A1k and g : Y → A
1
k be regular maps. Define the map f + g : X ×k Y ∋ (x, y) 7−→
f(x) + g(y) ∈ A1k and observe X0 ×k Y0 ⊂ (X ×k Y )0. Then
φf+g|X0×kY0 = φf ⊠k φg,
where we used the obviously defined exterior product of motives.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.5 (3) the proof follows exactly the same lines as in the
proof of Theorem 5.4.
One could also deduce the theorem directly from Theorem 5.4 by replacing f : X →
A1k in Theorem 5.4 with the unique morphism h : X⊔Y → A
1
k which is f onX and g
on Y . As X0×kY0 →֒ Sym
2(X×kY )0 Theorem 5.4 will prove the Thom–Sebastiani
theorem because Sym2+(h) coincides with f + g on X ×k Y →֒ Sym
2(X ⊔ Y ). 
Remark 5.7. It is not difficult to see that the critical locus of Symn+(f) coincides
with SymnCrit(f) ⊂ SymnX0 ⊂ (Sym
nX)0 and similarly Crit(f+g) = Crit(f)×k
Crit(g). By Proposition 5.3 (1) we can, therefore, ignore the restriction to SymnX0
in Theorem 5.4 resp. to X0 ×k Y0 in Theorem 5.6.
For a locally closed subvariety Xs ⊂ X we define the element∫
Xs
φf :=
∫
f−1(0)∩Xs
φf |f−1(0)∩Xs
in Kµˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2]. As an analogue to Proposition 4.5 we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.8. Let X,Y and Z be equidimensional smooth varieties of finite
type over k. Assume, moreover, that Xs, Y s, Zs are locally closed subvarieties in
X,Y resp. Z. Let π : Z → X, f : X → A1k and g : Y → A
1
k be regular maps and
assume that π is smooth. Then
(1)
∫
Xs φf = L
− dimX2 [Xs] if f ≡ 0,
(2)
∫
Xs⊔Xs2
φf =
∫
Xs
φf +
∫
Xs2
φf for any locally closed subvariety X
s
2 ⊂ X not
intersecting Xs,
(3)
∫
Xs×Y s φf+g =
∫
Xs φf ·
∫
Y s φg (Thom–Sebastiani),
(4) Ln dimX/2
∫
Symn Xs
φSymn+(f) = σ
n(LdimX/2
∫
Xs
φf ) for all n ≥ 0,
(5)
∫
Zs
φf◦π = L
− r2 [F ]
∫
Xs
φf if π|Zs : Zs → Xs is a Zariski locally trivial
fibration with r-dimensional fiber F . The same holds if π|Zs is a vector
bundle or a Glk(n)-principal bundle.
The properties (1) to (4) follow directly from the definition and properties stated
before. To show (5) we mention φf◦π |Zs = L−r/2(π∗φf )|Zs = L−r/2(π|Zs)∗φf by
Proposition 5.3 (3). Now apply the projection formula.
The following theorem is very useful for computing the motivic vanishing cycle
in a Gm-equivariant situation. Let X be a smooth equidimensional variety lo-
cally of finite type equipped with a Gm-action. Let us assume that every closed
point has an open neighborhood which as a variety with Gm-action is isomor-
phic to Ark × Z with Gm acting via g · (v1, . . . , vr, z) = (g
w1v1, . . . , g
wrvr, z) for
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g ∈ G, (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ Ark, z ∈ Z with strictly positive weights w1, . . . , wr. In par-
ticular, Z is the intersection of the neighborhood with the fixed point set XGm
and, hence, smooth. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the projection to Z
along Ark can be described by limg→0 g · x and extends, therefore, to a smooth map
X → XGm . The assumption is not very restrictive, as any smooth projective variety
with Gm-action has a dense open subset satisfying our assumption by a theorem of
Bia lynicki–Birula [3],[4]. Conjecturally, any smooth quasiprojective variety X with
Gm-action such that X
Gm is connected and limg→0 g · x exists for any closed point
x should satisfy our assumption.
Theorem 5.9. Let X be a smooth variety with Gm-action satisfying the assumption
mentioned above with all weights equal to one. Let f : X → A1k be a Gm-equivariant
morphism of degree d, i.e. f(g · x) = gdf(x) ∀g ∈ Gm, x ∈ X. Let µˆ act on f−1(1)
via µd and trivially on f
−1(0). Then∫
X
φf =
∫
X
φeqf = L
− dim X2
(
[f−1(0)]− [f−1(1)]
)
in Kµˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2].
Proof. Let us first assume X = Ark × Z with Gm acting nontrivially only on the
affine “fiber” Ark by scalar multiplication. Consider the blow-up X˜ of Z in X which
has a natural fibration towards the exceptional divisor E˜0 induced by the affine
fibration X → Z. Moreover, the Gm-action has a lift to X˜ with fixed point set E˜0
and it is not difficult to see that X˜ as a variety with Gm-action is isomorphic to the
normal bundle N := NE˜0|X˜ with Gm acting by scalar multiplication on the fibers.
Denote by E˜i for i = 1, . . . , l the strict transforms of the irreducible components
of the divisor f−1(0). As they are closed and Gm-invariant, we get E˜i = N |D˜i for
the divisors D˜i = E˜0 ∩ E˜i in E˜0. Note that the collection (D˜i)li=1 might not be a
normal crossing divisor in E˜0.
Let σ : E0 → E˜0 be an embedded resolution of the D˜i, i.e. the strict transforms
Di (i = 1, . . . , l) together with the exceptional divisors Dl+1, . . . , Dm of σ form a
normal crossing divisor in E0. Moreover, E0 is smooth and σ : E0 \ ∪
m
i=1Di
∼
−−→
E˜0 \ ∪li=1D˜i. Consider the pull-back Y := σ
∗N and the normal crossing divisors
E0, Ei := (σ
∗N)|Di for i = 1, . . . ,m in Y along with the proper morphism given
by the composition π : Y = σ∗N
σ
−→ N = X˜ → X . By construction (f ◦ π)−1(0) =
∪mi=0Ei set-theoretically and π : Y \ ∪
m
i=0Ei
∼
−−→ X \ f−1(0). We will use this
embedded resolution of X0 = f
−1(0) to compute
∫
X
φf .
As Y
p
−→ E0 is a line bundle, we get NE0|Y = Y and N{0} = Y \ ∪
m
i=0Ei. The
induced map f{0} is just f ◦π as the latter is homogeneous and E0 is of multiplicity
d. Moreover, after identifying N{0} with X \f
−1(0) by means of π, we get f{0} = f
on N{0} and, thus, f
−1
{0}(1) = f
−1(1) with µˆ-action given by the natural µd-action
on f−1(1).
On the other hand, for any i = 1, . . . ,m we have by construction
NEi|Y = p
∗NDi|E0 = NEi|Y |E0∩Ei ×NE0|Y |E0∩Ei
and, thus, for any ∅ 6= I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m}
NI =
∏
i∈I
(NEi|Y \ Ei)|E◦I =
∏
i∈I∪{0}
(NEi|Y \ Ei)|E◦I∪{0} = NI∪{0}.
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Moreover, by Gm-equivariance of f ◦ π the induced maps fI and fI∪{0} coincide,
which can be checked by a local calculation. Hence, f−1I (1) = f
−1
I∪{0}(1). Unfor-
tunately, the µˆ-actions are different but, nevertheless, the µˆ-equivariant motives
[f−1I (1)] and [f
−1
I∪{0}(1)] coincide. To see this we choose local functions (zi)i∈I∪{0}
in some Gm-invariant neighborhood V = p
−1(V ∩ E0) of y ∈ E◦I∪{0} such that
E◦I∪{0} ∩ V is the zero locus of z0
∏
i∈I zi. Hence, NI |V
∼= NI∪{0}|V ∼= E
◦
I∪{0} ∩
V × Gm × GIm and fI = fI∪{0} = uz
d
0
∏
i∈I z
mi
i with u being a unit on V , mi > 0
being the multiplicities of Ei in (f ◦ π)−1(0) and with zi identified with the coor-
dinates on the corresponding “normal” Gm-factors. The action of µˆ via µmI with
mI =
∑
i∈I mi is given by diagonal embedding of µmI into G
I
m and similarly for
µmI∪{0} = µmI+d.
However, we can choose an automorphism of Gm × GIm mapping (zi)i∈I∪{0} to
(
∏
j∈I∪{0} z
a
(i)
j
j )i∈I∪{0} with (a
(i))I∪{0} being a basis of the group Z × Z
I of char-
acters of Gm × GIm such that a
(0)
i = mi/e for all i ∈ I ∪ {0} with e := gcd(mj |
j ∈ I ∪ {0}) and m0 = d. After this coordinate change on NI |V the function fI is
given by uze0. Using relation (2) we see that [f
−1
I (1)] is given by (L− 1)
|I|[E˜◦I∪{0}]
with E˜◦I∪{0} being a Galois cover of E
◦
I∪{0} with Galois group µe, locally given by
{(z, y) ∈ A1k × E
◦
I∪{0} ∩ V | z
eu(y) = 1}. Moreover, the group µmI acts by its
quotient group µe. Exactly the same holds for f
−1
I∪{0}(1) acted on by µmI∪{0} .
Thus, [f−1I (1)] = [f
−1
I∪{0}(1)] in K
µˆ(Var /k) and their contributions to
∫
X
φf can-
cel.12 In the formula for
∫
X
φf we are left with the contribution f
−1
{0}(1) = f
−1(1)
which proves the theorem.
The general case is a purely combinatorial argument using the motivic behavior of
the integral. Indeed, for any Gm-invariant open subset U = A
r
k×Z in X we get by
the previous arguments and Proposition 4.5 (5) and Proposition 5.8 (5)
(5)
∫
U
φf =
∫
U
φf |U =
∫
U
φeqf |U =
∫
U
φeqf .
Let us now take a general smooth variety X with Gm-action satisfying the assump-
tions of the theorem. Choose an open covering by Gm-invariant subsets of the form
Ui = A
ri
k × Zi (i ∈ I). If Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅, the intersection is of the form A
ri
k × Z˜i for
some open Z˜i ⊂ Zi as Ui∩Uj must contain the limits limg→0 g ·x for all x ∈ Ui∩Uj .
By applying equation (5) to any non-empty intersection UJ = ∩i∈JUi we finally
get ∫
X
φf =
∑
UJ 6=∅
cJ
∫
UJ
φf =
∑
UJ 6=∅
cJ
∫
UJ
φeqf =
∫
X
φeqf
using Proposition 4.5 (2) and Proposition 5.8 (2), where the cJ ∈ Z are coefficients
depending only on the combinatorics of the subsets J ⊂ I. 
Unfortunately, we were not able to prove the theorem for arbitrary positive weights
w1, . . . , wr > 0. But we strongly believe that Theorem 5.9 holds also in that case.
12Note that the projections to X0 are different so that they do not cancel each other in the
formula for φf .
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6. The one loop quiver with potential
In this section we apply the results obtained in the previous parts to compute
the motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants of the one loop quiver with potential
W ∈ k[t]. To simplify the notation we will assume that Kµˆ(. . . /Nr) for r ≥ 0 is
already completed with respect to the topology introduced in Remark 2.2. Let
X =
∐
n≥0
Matk(n, n)/Glk(n)
be the stack of finite dimensional representations of the one loop quiver, i.e. repre-
sentations of the ring k[t]. Equivalently, it can be seen as the stack parametrizing
zero dimensional sheaves on A1k. To a given potential W ∈ k[t] we associate for any
n ≥ 0 the Glk(n)-equivariant function Wn : Matk(n, n) ∋ A 7−→ trW (A) ∈ A1k.
They induce a regular function W : X → A1k and its critical locus M := Crit(W)
is the stack we are interested in. The stacks X and M are natural monoids
over k as for any two representations we can form their direct sum. Let us
also consider the monoid homomorphism dim : X → N mapping each represen-
tation to its dimension or, equivalently, each sheaf to its length. Notice that
the substack Crit(W) parametrizes sheaves supported (scheme-theoretically) on
the zero-scheme Spec(k[t]/(W ′)) ⊂ A1k of W
′. If we denote the line element
[Spec(k)→ 1] ∈ Kµˆ(Staff /N) by T , we obtain
ΦW (T ) :=
∫
dim
φW =
∑
n≥0
∫
Matk(n,n)
φWn
L−n
2/2[Glk(n)]
T n = Sym
( 1
L1/2 − L−1/2
∑
n≥1
ΩnT
n
)
in Kµˆ(Staff /N) by definition of the Donaldson–Thomas invariants Ωn (see [29]).
The stack X carries a natural good Gm-action given by scalar multiplication on
the space of matrices. If W is homogeneous, we can, therefore, also consider the
element13
ΦeqW (T ) :=
∫
X
φeqW =
∑
n≥0
∫
Matk(n,n)
φeqWn
L−n
2/2[Glk(n)]
T n
in Kµˆ(Staff /N), where we applied Proposition 4.5 (5). To compute the series ΦW (T )
and ΦeqW (T ) we use the stack
Hilb(A1k) =
∐
n≥0
Hn/Glk(n) ∼=
∐
n≥0
Ank
with Hn := {(A, v) ∈ Matk(n, n) × Ank | spank(v,Av, . . . , A
n−1v) = kn} equipped
with the obvious Glk(n)-action. Let Gm act on Hn by scalar multiplication and
on Ank with weights 1, . . . , n. The isomorphism is induced by the Glk(n)-principal
bundle qn : Hn ∋ (A, v) 7−→ (trA
1, . . . , trAn) ∈ Ank . If for any A ∈ Matk(n, n)
we express trW (A) in terms of tr(Ai) with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we obtain functions
fn : A
n
k → A
1
k making the diagram
Hn
qn
//
pMat

Ank
fn

Matk(n, n)
Wn
// A1k
13In the equivariant case we consider X as a stack over N.
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commutative and Gm-equivariant if W is homogeneous.
Lemma 6.1. Using the notation just introduced, one has
ΦW (LT )/ΦW (T ) =
∑
n≥0
∫
Ank
φfn(L
1/2T )n and
ΦeqW (LT )/Φ
eq
W (T ) =
∑
n≥0
∫
Ank
φeqfn(L
1/2T )n for homogeneous W
in Kµˆ(Staff /N) ∼= Kµˆ(Var /k)[[Glk(n)]−1, n ∈ N][[T ]].
Proof. The key observation is the following formula in the (equivariant) Hall algebra
K(Gm)(Staff /X ) first observed by Reineke (cf. [12, Lemma 5.1])[
Matk(N,N)× ANk
Glk(N)
pMat
−−−→ X
]
=
N∑
n=0
[
Hn
Gln
pMat
−−−→ X
]
⋆
[
Matk(N − n,N − n)
Glk(N − n)
→֒ X
]
.
We apply the algebra homomorphisms∫ φW
dim
: K(Staff /X ) ∋ [Z
π
−→ X ] 7−→
∫
dim ◦π
π∗φW ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /N)∫ φeqW
dim
: KGm(Staff /X ) ∋ [Z
π
−→ X ] 7−→
∫
Z
φeqW◦π ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /N)
from the (equivariant) Hall algebras to Kµˆ(Staff /N) (see [29]). By Proposition 4.5
(5), Proposition 5.3 (3) and Proposition 5.8 (5)∫ φW
dim
[
Matk(N,N)× ANk
Glk(N)
pMat
−−−→ X
]
= LN
∫ φW
dim
[
Matk(N,N)
Glk(N)
→֒ X
]
and∫ φW
dim
[
Hn/Glk(n)
pMat
−−−→ X
]
= Ln/2
∫
Ank
φfn
and similarly for the equivariant version. Multiplying with TN and summing over
N ≥ 0 proves the lemma. Notice that the Lemma can also be seen as a special
wall-crossing formula (cf. [32]). 
To compute the integral Ln/2
∫
Ank
φfn we restrict ourselves firstly to the caseW = t
d
of normalized homogeneous potentials. By Theorem 5.9 ΦW (T ) = Φ
eq
W (T ) and
Ln/2
∫
Ank
φfn = L
n/2
∫
Ank
φeqfn
follows from the previous lemma. Notice that SymnA1k
∼= Ank , induced by
q˜n : A
n
k ∋ (z1, . . . , zn) 7−→ (z1 + . . .+ zn, . . . , z
n
1 + . . .+ z
n
n) ∈ A
n
k .
An easy calculation shows fn ◦ q˜n(z1, . . . , zn) = zd1 + . . . + z
d
n, in other words,
fn = Sym
n
+(W ). By Proposition 4.5 (4) we finally obtain
Ln/2
∫
Ank
φfn = L
n/2
∫
Ank
φeqfn = σ
n
(
L1/2
∫
A1k
φeqW
)
= σn
(
1− [µd]
)
with µd carrying the obvious µˆ-action.
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Theorem 6.2. The motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants for the one loop quiver
with homogeneous potential W = td are given by
Ωn =
{
L−1/2
(
1− [µd]
)
for n = 1,
0 else .
Proof. Using the previous lemma and our calculations, we finally get
Sym
(∑
n≥1
Ln − 1
L1/2 − L−1/2
ΩnT
n
)
= ΦW (LT )/ΦW (T )
=
∑
n≥0
σn
(
1− [µd]
)
T n
= Sym
((
1− [µd]
)
T
)
.
and the theorem follows by comparing coefficients. 
Let us now come back to the case of general potentials 0 6=W ∈ k[t] and let W ′ =
c
∏r
i1
(t− ai)di−1 be the prime decomposition of W ′ into linear factors with c ∈ k×,
1 < di ∈ N and ai ∈ k for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Hence, the Grothendieck group of the
abelian category of sheaves supported on the zero scheme of W ′ is Zr with effective
cone Nr spanned by the classes ~ei of skyscraper sheaves of length one supported
at ai ∈ A1k (i ∈ {1, . . . , r}) or equivalently by one-dimensional representations with
eigenvector ai. The monoid homomorphism dim : Crit(W) −→ N factorizes as
dim : Crit(W)
cl
−−→ Nr
+
−−→ N with cl(V ) being the class of the representation of
V in the Grothendieck group. This allows us to define refined Donaldson–Thomas
invariants by means of∫
cl
φW = Sym
( 1
L1/2 − L−1/2
∑
~n=(n1,...,nr)∈N\0
Ω~n T
n1
1 · · ·T
nr
r
)
=: ΦW (T1, . . . , Tr)
in Kµˆ(Staff /Nr), where we denote the line element [Spec(k) → ~ei] by Ti. For any
1 ≤ i ≤ r let us write M(i) for the substack cl−1(N~ei) parametrizing sheaves on ai.
Obviously
M ∼=
r∏
i=1
M
(i)
by taking direct sums. However, to compute the motivic vanishing cycle φW we
use different embeddings on each side. Indeed, the vanishing cycle on the left hand
side restricted to cl−1(n1, . . . , nr) =: M~n is computed by means of the embedding
M~n ⊂ Matk(N,N)/Glk(N) with N = n1 + . . . + nr, whereas on the right hand
side we use the embedding
r∏
i=1
Mni~ei ⊂
r∏
i=1
Matk(ni, ni)/Glk(ni).
However, one can prove the product formula
(6)
∫
cl
φW =
r∏
i=1
∫
cl
φW |M(i) .
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Indeed, as there are neither extensions nor morphisms between representations
V ∈M(i) and V ′ ∈M(j) for i 6= j, we have
[M→M] = [M(1) →M] ⋆ . . . ⋆ [M(r) →M]
in the Hall algebra K(Staff /M). To prove formula (6) we apply the refined algebra
homomorphism
∫ φW
cl from the Hall algebra to K
µˆ(Staff /Nr) (see [29]).
For the computation of the right hand side in the product formula (6) we make use
of the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , r} let di be defined as above. Then∫
cl
φW |M(i) = Φtdi (Ti) = Sym
(
1− [µdi ]
L− 1
Ti
)
.
Proof. Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and 0 < n ∈ N. By translation we can assume ai = 0 and
W =
∑
p≥0 bpt
p+di with b0 6= 0 but bp = 0 for p >> 0. Let W˜ (t) = tdi . By solving
the recursive equations ∑
m0+m1+...=di
m1+2m2+...=p
(
di
m0,m1, . . .
)
am00 a
m1
1 · · · = bp
starting with a di-th root a0 of b0 one finds a power series θ(t) = t(a0 + a1t+ . . .)
with θ(t)di = W˜ (θ(t)) =W (t).
The component Mn~ei is given by the quotient stack C/Gl(n) with C = {A ∈
Matk(n, n) | Adi−1 = 0} as dWn(A) : Matk(n, n) ∋ H 7−→ tr(HAdi−1G(A)) ∈ A1k
with G ∈ k[t] having nonzero constant term. As the map A 7→ Am(di−1) is in
the m-th power of the defining ideal of C, we obtain a well defined isomorphism
θn : Cˆ → Cˆ on the formal neighborhood of C, i.e. the formal completion of
Matk(n, n) along C. Moreover, the restriction of the function W˜n : A 7→ trAdi
to Cˆ composed with θn coincides with the restriction of Wn to Cˆ. As any arc of
length l in Matk(n, n) with constant term in C is actually an arc of length l in
Cˆ, θn induces isomorphisms Ll(θn) : Ll(Matk(n, n))|C
∼
−−→ Ll(Matk(n, n))|C with
Ll(W˜n) ◦ Ll(θn) = Ll(Wn) for any l > 0. Hence
∫
C ZWn(Ti) =
∫
C ZW˜n(Ti) with
the notation from section 5 and
∫
C φWn =
∫
C φW˜n follows proving the first equality.
The second equality is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.2. 
Combining the lemma with the arguments before proves our main theorem.
Theorem 6.4. For W ∈ k[T ] let W ′ = c
∏r
i1
(t − ai)di−1 with c ∈ k×, 1 < di ∈ N
and ai ∈ k for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r as before. Define the Donaldson–Thomas invariants
Ω~n ∈ K
µˆ(Staff /k) for any r-tuple (n1, . . . , nr) ∈ Nr as above. Then
Ω~n =
{
L−1/2
(
1− [µdi ]
)
for ~n = ~ei (1 ≤ i ≤ r),
0 else .
In particular, Ω~n is in the image of K
µˆ(Var /k)[L−1/2] in Kµˆ(Staff /k).
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